
Episode 304: Analyzing a 4B pot played by Bart

5/10/25/50/100
HJ [11.8K] opens $350, folds to Bart SB [25k] QsQh he 3B to $1500,
the third blind [22.1k] 4B to $3.4k, HJ folds, he calls (7200)

FLOP: Jh 2d 8d, he checks, villain cbets $2.3k, he calls. (11800)
TURN: 8s, he X, villain bets $3.7k, he calls. (19200)
RIVER: Th, he X, he shoves $12.7k..

Preflop Precautions:
- Solvers are very sensitive with your inputs, especially in narrow configuration

spots where adding and removing combos will drastically change the result of
your sims

- Ex: our presolved ranges in this spot does not have JJ in either players ranges
- For discussion purposes, both players will have JJ in their ranges which is

more accurate to reality anyways in this spot

Big Blind Cold 4-Betting Range:



SB Callback Range to BB Cold 4-Bet:

Flop Analysis
- Huge overpair adv, composing nearly 41% of IPs range, even with top of range

disadv still good enough for IP to close to range cbet for ⅓ or even half pot sizing
due to that overpair adv

- Barts Strategy to the ⅓ sizing will be defending any pair, looking to XR QdQx
over other combos



-
- Note JJ is XRing high freq as well

Turn Analysis
- Turn is relatively a blank, in these ranges IP will have more trips, but still the

driving adv with overpairs, coupled with the fact OOP will be XRing JJ at a high
freq from the flop

- Makes IP eq adv widens now
- Due to that small sizings shouldnt really be a thing like IP took here for ⅓

- Preferred sizing is half pot at very high freq with his range
- Barts turn strategy:



-
- QQ looking to XR all in, hand that needs protection in his range

River Analysis
- Theory for IPs shoving range, its bluff will be combos that block primary calling

hands by Bart so all his AQs are primary bluffs, but checks AK mostly and A5
- AK will have some semblance of SD, A5 doesnt really block any calls from

Bart
- Another bottom of range combo that is shoved is 65s type hand
- Clear value shows are AA KK, JJ, partial QQ
- Barts River Strategy:



-


